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Abstract: Research has demonstrated the effectiveness of imagery use in sport, but only few studies have
examined the theoretically connection between imagery and confidence in team sports. These neglect
necessitated the need to examine imagery use as predictors of elite football players’ sport confidence.
Descriptive data were collected from forty-three male and female football players from Nigeria using Sport
Imagery Questionnaire SIQ and the Sources of Sport Confidence Questionnaire SSCQ. The result of the
correlation indicated a significant {P< .05} correlation of imagery use and sport confidence with correlation
value ranging from (r=.12 to .72). An apparent significant {P<.05} composite effect of the imagery use on the
football players’ sport confidence was also established. Based on the social cognitive theory, the identification
of the determinants of confidence judgement over a period of time especially with the complementary effect of
imagery use leads to better prediction of the football players’ performance confidence and the overall evaluation
of the sport experience.
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INTRODUCTION be  used  for  different  games   of   competitions  [4-5].

 Imagery as a psychological construct has been found enhancement of athletes’ learning and performance while
to possess motivational and perceived competence where empirical  supports  have  also  been  demonstrate  in
football players are able to imagine themselves success many studies on cognitive general imagery use [1, 6, 7, 8].
fully completing specific motor task and making decisions The motivation imagery functions revolve around the
on  different  actions  in  the  course of their involvement utilization of (motivational specific) which entails the
in  the  game.  It  is  a widely researched psychological image  of  successful  achievement  of  personal  goals,
skill construct in sport and basically defined as a the (motivational general arousal) which entails imaging
psychological activity that evokes physical the feeling of relaxation, regulation of stress, anxiety and
characteristics of any object, person or place that is arousal common with sport and (motivational general
absent from our perception Denis [1]. It can also be seen mastery)  used  in  mastery  situations [4, 6-10]. The
as an experience that mimics real experience in which the motivational functions of imagery have been linked to
individual will be aware of seeing an image, feeling athlete’s performance [9] which has led to the increase in
movement of an image, experiencing an image of smell, players’ self confidence.
taste or sound without experiencing the real thing [2]. Sport confidence has been defined in a number of
Majority of the research done on imagery within the sport ways [11] most often in accordance with the specific
domain have utilized Paivio’s [3] analytical framework of theoretical  model  that is been used in one’s study.
imagery use which explains the dual functions of imagery Vealey [12] and Vealey et al. [13] defined this construct as
that serve both cognitive and motivational functions and the belief or degree of certainty an athlete possesses
that each operate at either specific or general level. about his or her ability to be successful in sport. Self

The cognitive functions of imagery focus on the confidence is an important psychological state that
imaging of sport skills for improving a specific motor skill affects performance in sport [14]. The model is
(cognitive specific) and (cognitive general) revolve round conceptualized   into    sport    confidence    trait   and
the  imaging  of  game  plan  and  techniques  that might sport  confidence  state components and also includes a

The cognitive specific imagery is very effective for the
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dispositional construct termed competitive orientation motivational skills to produce the needed confidence
which refers to an athletes’s tendency to strive toward momentum to perform to the level expected from them.
achieving a certain type of goal when competing in sport Considering the fact that investigation of the relationship
[13]. Successful performance in the game of football and between imagery and confidence have been of interest
sport in general in part depends on many psychological investigators in sport psychology, only few studies have
factors, though the athletes (football players) must have been done using football players as samples and these
the relevant skills and capabilities to perform but some few investigations have been done within the western and
athletes according to Feltz [15] are less confident than predominantly Anglo-American culture with a neglect on
others that they can perform as skillfully, cope with samples from Africa.
performance pressure or sustaining the hard work Given the fact that empirical findings have
necessary to perfect their skills. Sport confidence has consistently revealed positive relationship between
been explained in studies such as [9, 14, 16] using imagery use in sport and confidence, it was therefore
Bandura’s [17, 18] efficacy theory which linked efficacy to hypothesized for this study that imagery used by the
a situationally specific self confidence behavior that is football players will significantly predict their sport
positively associated with successful performance in confidence. Hence the purpose of this study is to re-
sport. Moritz et al. [16] emphasized the justification of establish the consistency of the relationship of imagery
sport confidence research because of its relationship to use and football players sport confidence using their
performance success in sport, for example, considering sources of sport confidence as the dependent variable
the fact that development and sustenance of confidence and also whether a prediction can be made for successful
in sport generally and football to be specific are important performance outcome from these relationships.
for performance outcome and imagery technique is an
important psychological skill technique that can be used MATERIALS AND METHODS
for this purpose. Imagery is a powerful technique to
enhance confidence as athletes should always see Participants: The participants used for this study were
themselves as competent and successful in their images (43) male and female football players with mean age
[19]. It is especially useful to re-create past successful (m=24.42± SD=9.44). These participants play in the
performances and internalize the positive feelings that Nigerian Football league and at different playing
accompanied those successes. The use of imagery by positions. They all revealed that they have gone through
athletes to idealize self image in sport also help to build few sessions of psychological skills training where they
confidence and self esteem [20]. got the understanding of the use of imagery technique,

The relationship between imagery and confidence relaxation technique, self talk and other psychological
have some empirical foundation [9, 21, 22, 23] while skills construct. The mean value of their playing
prediction of sport confidence as a result of imagery use experience at the elite level was (m=5.26± SD=4.5).
of athletes [9, 24, 10] have also been highlighted with
differences  in  all  their  findings.  However,  only Measures: Sport Imagery Questionnaire which is a 30 item
Munroe-Chander and Hall [25] and Short and Short [11] questionnaire developed by Hall et al. [26] to assess five
have examined the relationship of both imagery use and imagery functions Cognitive Specific,(CS) Cognitive
confidence with football players as their only sample. General,(CG),Moitvational Specific (MS), Motivational
Though an extent of confidence imagery relationships General-Arousal (MG-A) and Motivational General-
were  established  in these studies, they significantly Mastery (MG-M) was used for this study. The frequency
differ based on how the variables of the relationships of use of the imagery sub scales rated on a 7 point likert
were analyzed. scale ranging 1(rarely) to 7 (often) was measured. The item

Many athletes and specifically football players scores were summated for each of the imagery subscale
constantly find the display of confidence particularly which could result in a frequency score that can range
challenging when they are faced with pressures during from 6 to 42. Acceptable coefficient alphas were recorded
competitions. Despite the fact that many of them posses for all the subscales ranging from .71 to .85. This shows a
high level of skills, they sometimes find it difficult to level of consistency of the scale when compared with
believe in their ability to apply their cognitve and previous studies [9, 14].
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A Source of Sport Confidence Questionnaire measures.  The  SIQ  ranged from .71 to .85, while the
developed by Vealey et al. [13] was also used in this SSCQ ranged from .73 to .89. Both measures met the
study. It is a 7 point likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all acceptable criterion for internal consistency as asserted
important) to 7 (of highest importance). It consist of 9 by Nunnally [27]. Further descriptive analysis in Table 1
subscales of mastery, demonstration of ability, also revealed the mean and standard and deviation values
physical/mental  preparation,  physical  self  preparation, of the subscales. Motivational specific function of
social support, coaches’ leadership, various experience, imagery had the highest mean value when compared with
environmental comfort and situational favourableness. other imagery functions (m=41.20± SD=.82), while the
Though the instrument is a 43 items scale, only 41 items subscale of social support from the sport confidence
were  used  based  on  the  position  of Vealey et al. [13] instrument had the highest mean value (m=37.00±
in which items with significantly lower loadings and SD=3.08) when compared with other sport confidence
squared  multiple  square  correlation  were  deleted. subscales.
These items were “win” under the subscale of The correlation coefficient matrix for both imagery
demonstration of ability and “follow certain rituals” under functions and the sport confidence subscales indicates an
the sub scale of environmental comfort. Acceptable appreciable level of positive relationship. The relationship
coefficient alpha was recorded for all the subscales between motivational general arousal imagery function
ranging from .73 to .89. These values were consistent with and physical self preparation was the strongest of all the
the original scale and surpassed the required criterion of relationships (r=.72), while the relationship between the
.70 as asserted by Nunnally [27]. motivational general arousal and environmental comfort

Procedure: The researcher met with the coaches of the also revealed correlations among the imagery subscales,
participants to provide an over view of the study. All the as well as the confidence subscales, however the focus of
participants  who  volunteered  to  participate  in the this study is not on the intra-scale correlation. It is with
study were later briefed on the content of the instrument. correlation between the imagery and confidence
The instruments were later administered on them with the subscales.
help of the research assistants. The administration of the Further result from the multiple regression analysis
instrument  was  done  at the clubs’ training locations. revealed that the five imagery functions compositely
The voluntary participation of the players to complete the predicted the football players’ confidence. The imagery
instrument was taken as an indication of informed functions predicted significant proportion of the variance
consent. in the SSCQ scores with R =.416; F (5.37) =4.52; P<.05. 

Statistical Analysis: The SPSS package for windows was
used to analyse the data collected. Descriptive statistics
of mean and standard deviation was used for variable
description. The Pearson correlation was used to examine
relationships  between the imagery functions
(independent variable) and sport confidence variable
(dependent variable). The multiple-regression model was
used for prediction and the level of significance for the
hypothesis was at 0.05.
 

RESULTS

The analysis of the subscales used to measure the
relationship of imagery functions and confidence as
expressed by the football players revealed a high level of
consistency in the measures. Descriptive statistics
showed acceptable internal consistency values for both

was the weakest (r=.12) as shown in Table 2. The matix

2 

Table 1: Mean, Standard and Deviation and Coefficient alpha for the SIQ

and SSCQ subscales

Subscales Mean SD Alpha Coefficient

Cognitive specific 31.40 5.94 .74

Cognitive general 32.80 5.76 .82

Motivational specific 41.20 5.76 .85

Motivational general arousal 41.00 .82 .71

Motivational general mastery 33.20 .70 .78

Mastery 32.60 2.30 .82

Demonstration of ability 28.00 4.18 .74

Physical/mental preparation 32.20 2.04 .89

Physical self preparation 17.00 4.06 .86

Environmental comfort 16.60 3.04 .76

Social support 37.00 3.08 .85

Coaches leadership 32.20 4.19 .83

Vicarious experience 2.60 4.01 .78

Situational favorableness 15.60 5.36 .83
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Table 2: Pearson correlation coefficient for SIQ and SSCQ Subscales

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

1 Cognitive specific - 0.34 0.36 0.46 0.35 0.39 0.41 0.52 0.44 0.62 0.50 0.49 0.51 0.53* * * * * * * * * * * * *

2 Cognitive general - 0.39 0.40 0.47 0.49 0.37 0.58 0.42 0.59 0.64 0.44 0.71 0.58* * * * * * * * * * * *

3 Motivational specific - 0.37 0.46 0.66 0.52 0.41 0.60 0.67 0.42 0.22 0.51 0.49* * * * * * * * * * *

4 Motivational general arousal - 55 0.40 0.70 0.58 0.72 0.12 0.56 0.61 0.59 0.50* * * * * * * * *

5 Motivational general mastery - 0.60 0.43 0.55 0.61 0.53 0 40 0.60 0.70 0.61* * * * *  * * * *

6 Mastery - 0.35 0.47 0.52 0.69 0.52 0.58 0.66 0.59* * * * * * * *

7 Demonstration of ability - 0.50 0.43 0.56 0.61 0.40 0.55 0.54* * * * * * *

8 Physical/mental preparation - 0.37 0.41 0.50 0.56 0.61 0.51* * * * * *

9 Physical self preparation - 0.61 0.42 0.50 0.38 0.49* * * * *

10 Environmental comfort - 36 0.41 0.57 0.60* * * *

11 Social support - 47 0.50 0.41* * *

12 Coaches leadership - 0.63 0.19*

13 Vicarious experience - 0.48*

14 Situational favourableness

Note  = p <.005: Significant*

Table 3: Regression model summary for the samples

Predictor variables B SEB t Sig R2

Cognitive specific -.227 .114 2.11 .041

Cognitive general .312 .296 2.89 .012

Motivational specific .478 .451 3.24 .002 .416

Motivational general mastery .640 .646 5.01 .000

Motivational general arousal .307 .314 2.32 .033

Dependent variable: SSCQ (Sport Confidence)

The motivational general mastery accounted for the established from the results of this present study gives
greatest proposition of the football players’ self credence  to the findings from earlier studies [28, 29, 9]
confidence. This proportion accounted for 41.6% of the that revealed from their findings the theoretical
variance  of  sport  confidence  as  shown  in Table 3. connection between imagery and confidence based on
Also significant negative relationship of cognitive Bandura’s  [30] theory of self efficacy which proposed
specific  imagery  function with the sport confidence of that successful image by an individual, may result to the
the football players was also revealed (beta= -.22; P<.041), provision of an enormous information which could
while the proportion of the variance of cognitive general enhance for example the football players self efficacy and
and motivational general arousal in the football players therefore their sport confidence. The findings of this
sport confidence are moderate. study  indicate that the football players utilized more of
 the motivational functions of imagery compare to their

DISCUSSION usage of the cognitive functions when the mean values

The purpose of this present study was to examine of imagery as utilized by these football players could help
the relationship between the imagery functions used by develop a very high level of mental toughness which
the football players and their sport confidence. The builds confidence in all circumstances. These motivational
researcher also went further to examine whether the functions of imagery could also assist these footballers to
imagery functions predict the football players’ be able to develop an ideal feeling of relaxation that could
confidence. Both imagery and sport confidence are help control anxiety and stress that may be detrimental
psychological skills needed for performance enhancement during game situations. In contrast to the hypothesis
in sport. The fusion of these two key psychological formulated for this study, the imagery functions as utilized
variables when used by individuals in sport is one of the by the football players was a significant predictor of their
keys or hallmark of performance excellence. The positive sport confidence. Imagery use provides performance
relationships of these two psychological variables as accomplishment information which assist to enhance

are taken into consideration. These motivational functions
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athletes efficacy expectations [9], because an individual 2. White, A. and L. Hardy, 1998. An indepth analysis of
player’s efficacy expectations will definitely image himself
or herself achieving the set goals once the available
support structure from the sport environment have
assisted in building the confidence momentum.
Motivational General Mastery (MGM) imagery functions
from the findings of this study appear to be the most
significant preditor of the football players’ sport
confidence. This suggests that the (MGM) functions
could be used successfully to increase the football
players’ confidence level because of its use for imaging
mastery situations. The motivational general mastery was
also found to be mostly associated with athletes’
confidence [21, 9, 5].

It is noteworthy to state that the association of
imagery and sport confidence is seen from the social
cognitive perspective. This perspective viewed the
individual football players for example as proactive agents
in the regulation of their cognition, motivation, actions
and emotions rather than as a passive reactor to the sport
environment [31, 30, 18]. The football players’ use their
forethought, self reflection and self regulation to influence
their individual functioning. Therefore based on this
submission, the identification of the determinants of
confidence judgement over a period of time especially
with the complementary effect of imagery use leads to
better prediction of the football players’ performance and
the overall evaluation of the sport experience.

CONCLUSION

The relationship of imagery and confidence is
consistent  with  the  tenets of efficacy theory [17, 18].
The football players’ behaviour in the course of play can
easily be predicted by the belief they hold about their own
capabilities rather than by what they are actually cabable
of accomplishing (see Short et al. [14]). In this present
study, the confidence that football players can display
can be predicted by their imagery ability. The future focus
of this present study will be to examine the mediational
effect of imagery use in sport with other social cognitive
variables such as cohesion and anxiety on athletes’
confidence  using  team  sports  athletes  as  samples.
This will be a comparison study with data across culture.
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